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Reflection 

Before starting College, genre was only a word I used in my bestsellers class. I didn’t 

use it often and after coming to this class I realized I didn’t really have a good understanding of 

it. In the future, I think it will be interesting to see if I can apply the idea of genre systems to my 

life. However, all of this is extremely new to me and I don’t think I’m capable of using it correctly 

just yet. At first, I didn’t like the idea of genre systems –mostly because I didn’t understand it- 

but now –after getting a better idea of it- I’m gradually learning to accept it.  

I define genre as a way of categorizing types of things or reoccurring events. I think 

genre systems are a good way of showing how genre is used in reoccurring events. 

I plan to use genre not only as a way of categorizing types of things, but as a way to 

create systems to understand the world around me. I’ve been learning about the power of self-

control recently. I could probably use genre systems as a way of organizing how we allow the 

external world to interact with us internally.  

Rhetorical situation is a term I’m beginning to understand more. I think it means any 

persuasive situation with a speaker, an audience, and a context. I still don’t think I will use 

“exigence,” (6) to describe it. I know it means a call to action, but I think the word is not 

necessary when it comes to describing rhetorical situation.  

If I’m being honest, there’s a lot of in the English language I’ve never really used and 

rhetorical situation is one of them. I’ve heard of it before going into college and I’ve seen it in a 

few texts, but I never genuinely understood what it meant until now. If I ever used the words 

rhetorical situation in the future I still will not be nearly as picky about the meaning of those two 

words as Bitzer is. There’s just too much to the English language already and I don’t think it’s 



fair to add more to it. I live by Ernest Hemmway’s way of thinking, he states that he, “knows the 

ten dollar words… But there are older and simpler and better words, and those are the ones I 

use.”(Goodreads) Simplicity is what will reach the majority, fancy words and adding complicated 

meanings to words will only reach a few people. I think his perspective on this could be one of 

the most effectives ways of communicating. I want people to understand what I’m trying to say, I 

don’t want to confuse them.  However, I am also aware that I probably should learn words like 

these to help simplify the English language. 

In the future, I plan to use rhetorical situation to understand what I have to do to create a 

good pervasive article, essay etc. Unfortunately, I think rhetorical situation is something I have 

merely memorized so far, but I think the more I apply it and think about it, the better 

understanding I will have. So that’s what I plan to do.  

I would not define audience as anyone who is in a crowd watching someone say a 

speech. An audience has to be engaged with the speaker. I’ve used the word audience quite 

often although I have never analyzed what it meant to me. I plan to use audience in the same 

way I usually have. I didn’t really find anything in the past few articles that have conflicted with 

what I thought audience was.  

I have used audience when or more I think of the term audience whenever I am at a 

play. I do not know why exactly, but whenever I am reading I think of myself as the reader rather 

than the audience. I’ve used audience to describe anyone who is watching, reading or listening 

to whomever.  

I plan to use audience to describe virtually the same thing. However, I have learned that 

sometimes closed-minded people can be considered part of an audience and I do not agree 

with that. If they weren’t open to it, then they did not truly understand it.   

At this point, my keys terms for writing are: genre, audience, rhetorical situation, 

reflection, knowledge, context and purpose. I believe in the future I will add discourse 



community to my list, however I do not currently understand the term and therefore I don’t think 

it would make sense for me to add it.  

My process of writing for this project was messy, my writing changed as my perspective 

changed and throughout this essay I’d say I’d revised good chunks of it at least three times. I 

tried to make an outline for it –but it made it more confusing and I ended up not using it in my 

last revision. So, in the end, it basically came down to me writing a bunch of stuff down, 

organizing it. Then cutting parts out and rewriting passages, writing a bunch of stuff that didn’t 

connect and then reorganizing it. I hope that soon I can develop I better flow to my writing and 

learn how to integrate my new perspectives better.  
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